
Under our Umbrella
Present:

The Bus Monologues



You’ll find all sorts on here
From all walks of life

Doctors
Cleaners
Teachers
Thieves

Making our journey from point A to point B
From here to there

While the wheels on the bus go round and…
 

We all share a route but not destination
Some will leave, more will join as we travel

Day riders
One ways

Return ticket please
While the wheels on the bus go round and…

 
The world passes by

I see lives that blur past
I read books

I just scroll through my phone
I use music

I play games
I watch rain drops that race

While the wheels on the bus go round and…
 

The woosh of the doors as I climb aboard
The rattle of my change as I pay

The ding of the bell when a passenger leaves
“excuse me”

“Ta love”
“Thanks Driver”

A cough there, a sneeze here
These are the sounds that fill the air

While the wheels on the bus go round and…
 

Yet among all that noise
All The wooshes

And rattling
All the Coughs and the sneezes

That ring through the air
It’s what you can’t hear that makes the most noise

It’s the thoughts of the passengers who go on each journey
If those thoughts could be heard what on earth would we hear?

 
 
 

The Wheels on the Bus



Here on this bus
Is a world of its own

Familiar faces who take the same seat everyday
And new ones not sure where they fit

We travel along side by side
Face to face

While the wheels on the bus go round and round
And the wipers on the bus go swish swish swish

And the doors on the bus go woosh woosh woosh
It’s the people on the bus who have

Stories to be shared
Adventures to attend

Tales to be told
Fights to be fought

Lives to be lived
While the wheels on the bus go round and…

 
 Listen close and you’ll find

What we share is a place
It’s the town that we drive through

where each of us live.
It’s a place with a welcome for all.

See St Helens is here, right here on this bus
It’s the people, the stories, the sights that you see

While the wheels on the bus go round and…
 

We live this each day
Going one way

Then back
Sharing parts of our journey

Parts of our selves
Parts of our lives

Till it’s time to depart,
To leave

To Get off
Click your heels

Ding the bell
Just three times is enough

While the wheels on the bus go round and round
 

Young Wonders



Be Yourself
Farrokh Balsara, one of the best songwriters, singers, performers that the world has ever known, yet not many
people know who he was. 
Oh! they know his stage name…everyone’s heard of him. 
But we should be celebrating Farrokh.
Why change his name though?
Maybe he just wanted a stage name, a character to play when performing…I’m sure that’s part of it, but was it
also a way of being accepted by the public? A way to fit into the music industry? 
The world went mad for Freddie Mercury…The World’s still mad for Freddie Mercury…but would 72,000
people have clapped along to Radio GaGa at Live Aid if Farrokh was the man on stage? Would Bohemian
Rhapsody still have us all singing if Farrokh was the man behind the music?
I hate to say it, but I don’t think so.
It’s incredible the impact and influence that Freddie Mercury had…but how sad is it that he couldn’t be himself
to do it?

I don’t know what it’s like to be a minority, I recognise that privilege; I won’t be judged for the colour of my skin,
or for the sound of my name…I don’t know what it’s like to go through life with a whole history of oppression
weighing down upon my shoulders.
If I talk about this, will it make people feel uncomfortable? Probably.
I used to feel uneasy talking about race, and if I’m being honest…I still do sometimes. There’ll always be that fear
of saying the wrong thing or putting my foot in it. But racism is real, it is here, everywhere…we need to get past
this awkward part of the conversation. I want to be involved in that, it’s better to be part of the conversation
than ignore the conversation entirely…ignorance is as bad as hate. 
And as a white person, involved in that conversation…I need to listen.

We like to think that progress is being made but I hear things at school sometimes, people being called horrible
names because of where they’re from or the colour of their skin or you hear it in the streets…sometimes it’s
subtle but it’s there, racism bubbling underneath the surface of interaction.
And in those moments, I realise that sometimes we’re no further on than 50/60 years ago. 
Seeing the anger that erupts when their ignorance is called out.
Because they can’t say the jokes they used to.
Because the names they use are unacceptable
Because their words are hurtful 
We hear them shout that “All lives matter!” of course they do and no one is saying they don’t but now is the time
to try and make up for the wrongs of history. A chance to say ‘That was wrong”, “We’re better than that” and
“This is how things can and will be different” 

I want to be part of a future where we no one has to fight for equality.
I want to live in a world that reflects the battle that minorities have had to face, and the progress that can be
made. 
Racism, discrimination and inequality will belong in the past 
No one will be silenced, everyone has a voice and we each have the space to use it…we’ll hand over the mic, we’ll
get off the stage and we’ll listen.
Where no one feels they have to change to fit in. 
A world in which the next Farrokh Balsara doesn’t have to become Freddie Mercury to have an impact.

Cameron Hill



Look Up
Look up from the digital world in your pocket. You’re missing out!
How did we get here? 
From horses to steam trains to electric buses! 
From house phones to mobiles to whole computers in our pockets.
A whole digital world at the tips of our fingers. 
All the information we could ever need and it fits inside your pocket. 
Is that not too much to hold in the palm of your hands?
Apps and cameras and games and networks and pictures and websites and music and films, the facebooks, the
twitters, the instas, the tik toks.
An explosion of beeps and then dings and the never ending rings.
It’s too much!
Look up from the digital world in your pocket. You’re missing out!  

Look up from the pings at the tips of your fingers.
You’re missing something!
It’s great to be in touch.
Friends just a message away. 
Family can be found just behind a screen, one click and
you’re together.
Who could ask for anything more? 
Me.
Amongst the messages and FaceTimes, Zooms and
phone calls,we stand alone. 
Surrounded by people, stood side by side but a million
miles apart. 
Connected by disconnection.
There’s something we’re not getting…
It’s a smile from a stranger, a look in an eye, a greeting,
“good morning” or just simply “hi”
It’s people!
Look up from the pings at the tips of your fingers.
You’re missing something!

Look up from the phone that you hold in your hand.
You’re missing it! 
It might not always seem like much, but it’s there just
waiting to be experienced. 
You can see it on the faces of the people that drive past.
Or in the houses that pass by in a blur. 
It’s the people on the street, and the old folks at the bus
stop, the kids who run for sweets. The mums & dads on
the school run. 
It’s the birds, it’s the trees, it’s the sun and it’s the breeze.
It’s just life!!! 
Look up from the phone that you hold in your hand.
You’re missing it!

Jacob Hyde



I imagine a world where straight isn’t the default.
Where all sexualities are seen as normal.
A world that doesn’t need a person to “come out” 
With no pressure from family or pressure from friends.
Where being “in the closet” is a thing of the past.
A world to live authentically as yourself without fear...
Fear of not being accepted by those who are closest to you.
Fear of not being accepted by a society that judges you.
Fear of having your truth dismissed by those who don’t think it’s important.
Fear of not having a place to fit in. 
Well, I hold up my umbrella, there’s a place here for you.
And together we’ll stand and we’ll make a world where straight isn’t the default.

I  imagine a world where gender isn’t an issue.
Where clothes are for all, not just for boys or not just for girls.
A world that doesn’t require a person to be upfront
and honest before they can be their true selves.
Without being told you’re seeking attention because
you discovered who you are from social media.
Where being Tested and questioned for being you is a thing of the past. 
A world to live authentically as yourself without pressure…
Pressure of revealing your pro-nouns
Pressure of defending your identity 
Pressure of having your clothing questioned
Pressure of having you own self constantly invalidated.
Well, I hold up my umbrella, you are valid here.
And together we’ll stand and we’ll make a world where gender isn’t an issue.

You Can Stand Under my Umbrella



I imagine a world that is a safe space for all.
Where all can leave their home and hold their partner’s hand.
A world where those who are LGBTQ+ don’t have to out more thought into the choices they make.
Where they go, how they act, who they see.
Where hate crimes and death penalties are a thing of the past.
A world to live authentically as yourself, free of worry
Worry for their friends
Worry for themselves 
Worry about judgement
Worry that they are safe.
Well, I hold up my umbrella, you are safe with me.
And together we’ll stand and we’ll make a world that is a safe space for all.

I imagine a world that is filled with hope for all
Where we all see that love is love 
A world that celebrates our individuality and embraces our differences.
Where we support each other through our personal battles.
Where judgement and prejudice are a thing of the past.
A world to live openly with freedom to express.
Express how we want to 
Express who we love 
Express who we want to be
Express ourselves
Well, I hold up my umbrella, you can be yourself with me.
And together we’ll stand and we’ll make a world that is filled with hope for all.

Caitlyn Smyth



I look around and all I see is people in boxes, trapped by pressures and rules,
 the do’s the do nots.

Get 10 out of 10
Be quiet 

Walk in line
Make new friends 

Keep old friends
Join this club

Can’t quit that club 
Take this test 
Eat this food 

Stay tidy 
Read this book 

Be good 
Be the best 

Each another roll of sellotape sealing those boxes shut. 
 

I look around and all I see is people in boxes, keeping other people in their boxes. 
What make are those trainers? 

You don’t listen to Beyonce?
You haven’t tried these? 

You haven’t been to those? 
You don’t do this? 
You don’t do that? 

Kids in boxes who want your box to fit their box.
Boxes bullying boxes.

 
I look around and all that I see is people in boxes. Battling for breath,

winded by stress, struggling in their small space.
Maybe it’s time to get out. 

Cut a hole in those walls
Reach out 

Take a minute 
Take a breath

Be who you want to be.
Make some rules for yourself

Write your own script 
Sing your own song

Why colour in the lines when you could create a whole world outside of them? 
 

BREAK OUT OF YOUR BOX! 
 

I look around and all I want to see is people…just people.
 

Break Out of Your Box

Adelaide Preston



I didn’t feel myself today, 
And sometimes that’s the case.
I’ll wake to find all colours gone,
Just dullness in their place.

I didn’t feel quite right today,
The green green grass was gone.
No blue was in the ocean,
The yellow sun no longer shone.

I felt a little off today,
The sky was dull and grey.
My once loud, knitted jumper,
Was mute had nowt to say.

I wasn’t at my best today,
The colours just weren’t there.
No bright spectrum to the rainbow,
Just a mass of greyish blurs.

I felt a little down today,
Some call it feeling Blue.
To some it’s feeling sad or glum 
I’m not alone that’s true. 

And then I played some rugby 
Which I love it must be said
It put a smile back on my face 
And there I found some red

Tonight, I’m off to drama
I’ve been practising my scene
When there I’m in a happy place
Perhaps I’ll find my green 

This week I might play cricket
I’ll play water polo too
I’ll fill my time with stuff I love
And fill my world with blue

The weekend brings some family time
Time well spent I think 
My favourite people in the world
Will surely bring some pink

And when I get to see my mates
The bestest friends I know
I’ll find more colours that have gone
Enough to fill my rainbow.

I didn’t feel myself today, 
And sometimes that’s ok.
The colours might be missing now,
But they’ll be back another day.

Colourblind

Seth Brennan



Don’t look lost…
Don’t wear your headphones…
Talk to someone on the phone…
Make sure you’re not followed…
Be home before dark…
Keep your keys in your hand…

Don’t look lost…
Don’t wear your headphones…
Talk to someone on the phone…
Make sure you’re not followed…
Be home before dark…
Keep your keys in your hand…

These are the things I have to say to myself.
Over and over, reminding myself of these things.
Why?
To be safe.
I never used to pay attention to the news. It scared me.
Too many horrible things. 
But now I watch it just so I know. To be aware of what’s happening.
To be prepared.
Because I’m the one who has to make sure that I’m safe,
apparently that’s my responsibility. 
It’s my responsibility to…not…be…attacked.
Girls will be responsible 
Girls will stay safe
Girls will say these things over and over again
But boys will be boys.

There’s something new the boys are doing in school now. Pulling
bra staps. Why? Why is that funny? 
Short answer…it isn’t. But when they’re all together they encourage
each other…why?
I know it’s not all boys. But if my friend did something that was out
of order, I’d say something, I’d point out why it’s wrong.
Can’t boys do that with their friends?
 Is that were it all starts? By letting the “laddish” behaviour slide and
go unchecked?
The Bra straps, the name calling, the pony tail pulling, the wolf
whistles, the jeering, the laughing, the pointing.
While we just have to get on with it and carry on…why?
Girls will be quiet
Girls will be patient
Girls will put up with it
Because boys will be boys

Women will be the Future



Double standards
That’s all it is.
It’s frustrating how obvious those double standards are sometimes.
You see it at awards…on the red carpet, men are asked “How do you feel about this…”, “How did you do
that?”, “How did you prepare for that?”…women are asked…”Who are you wearing?”, “who are you dating?”
Double Standards
Some men are paid more for doing the exact same thing as a woman.
Double Standards
A woman wears no make-up she’s a plain jane, she wears too much makeup she’s something worse.
Double Standards
A woman asks a question or makes her point known, she’s problematic. A man asks a question or makes his
point known…he’s ambitious.
DOUBLE STANDARDS
Women will know what to say
Women will make sure they don’t rock the boat
Women will be careful what they wear
While boys will be boys.

Boys will be boys!
How is that ok?
We’re standing on the shoulders of amazing women who have
fought for change, change that is coming too slowly.
Why do boys just get to be boys while we get given rules to live by?

Well it’s just…not…good enough! 

Girls should be able to wear what we want, go where
we want to,

I should be able to walk down the street with my
headphones and kick a football without someone
raising their eyebrows.

And we will do those things, we will be the techies, 
the engineers and the mechanics.

We will lead the change. 

Because yes…boys will be boys

But Girls will be women 

and women will be the future!

Ciara Platt



Do they know who I am? I think that they might!
Every look that they give me is filled up with fright.
To be known in this way, well this feeling’s the worst.
But all of them know, I’m the boy who burst.

I ate all my feelings, emotions and fears
And when I was sad, I swallowed my tears.
I gulped down my anger before it could show.
I didn’t think where all these feelings would go.

But they stayed deep inside and they grew and they grew
Then it happened to me and I grew and grew too
Not just taller, but rounder, I started to bloat.
A balloon I became, but not one that would float.

The feelings would change each time that they grew
They bubbled and twisted, became something new.
I got bigger and bigger I thought I’d been cursed
And then out of the blue, I suddenly burst.

Then all my emotions unleashed on the school
Like Pandora’s Box spewing creatures so cruel.
A Medusa was made of all fears that I’d got. 
She stalked through the halls, freezing kids on the spot  

My stress was a hydra with hundreds of heads
Each one made from tasks that I always would dread.
A labyrinth was built from the times I felt lost.
And a 3 headed dog was the deadliest cost.

I looked at them all, knowing not what to do
Then it hit me at once and I suddenly knew.
It was me who should face all these scary emotions,
So I sprang into action putting my plan in motion.

I fought each of the beasts with no worry or shame.
Percy Jackson my hero is who I became 
Faced emotions head on and I tackled my fears
I coped with the anger and embraced all the tears. 

The way that I did it, right there and right then.
I picked up some paper and reached for my pen.
I wrote down my feelings, turned them into a book.
About a boy who would burst and leave his school shook.

The Boy Who Burst



So, I no longer swallow my feelings you see
I make stories for all and an author I’ll be.
To cope with emotions, I’ve changed my reaction,
I write tales filled with creatures and wonderful action.

So now I’m not worried what these people may think
Any stresses I have may be gone in a blink.
To be known in this way, it isn’t the worst.
It’s with pride that I say, I’m the boy who burst.

Elijah Foster



Covid’s Been Tough…

We missed being the us we should have been.
We missed seeing the us we could have been.
We missed seeing the people we would have seen.
We missed so much.

We missed the parties.
Our birthdays
Your birthdays
Christmas and Weddings.
Gatherings and BBQ’s
Bouncy castles in the sun.
Party bags and soft birthday cake wrapped in red tissue.

We missed the walk to school
Checking that the cracks in the pavement were still there.
Walking the low wall.
A dawdled amble while picking off a leaf from a neighbours hedge.

We missed the thrill of the playground run in the morning.
Seeing our friends and checking up on everything they done in the 18 hours we had been apart.

I would see my school. 
Not shut.
But no me in there.
Open for the children of our mighty key workers.
We clapped for them on our doorstep.
But I wondered what it would be like for those children.
My friends.
In a mostly empty school.
Classrooms echoing with our long lost laughs.
Did they miss us?
Would I have wanted to be there?
Sometimes yes.
Sometimes no.

Both of us wanting to have a little bit of what each other had.

We missed our families.
So close on our screens.
So far away.
Even those that were just around the corner.

Covid's Been Tough



We missed the lost biscuits.
Sat lonely on the barrels of our grannies and aunties and uncles.
Who would liberate and celebrate and crunch them with all their might and glee, without us around to do that?

But there was so much to do.
Class work on emails that just kept coming.
Hours and Hours and Hours of Maths and English and History and sheets and websites and links and YouTube’s
and bite size and tasks and zooms and Google and teams
and screens 
and screens 
and screens

Every week. 
Each week.
Without fail.
Mustn’t fail.

All those walks around the block.
No time to stop.
One hour a day to get away from the dining room table
Just finish this worksheet and then I will be able to...

Run in the garden
Throw up a ball
Search for a big snail 
And scratch chalk on a wall
Paint up the rainbow
To stick in the window
Soak up the sun 
and then go 

Back to it all.

We missed walking into our new schools
Starting a class without meeting another
Swapping between subjects but travelling through no corridors to get there.
We missed the chance to get lost between lessons.
Confused by a timetable
Bemused by a menu
Enthused by a team or a club or a choir
Finding new friends from new schools and new places
Wearing out our uniforms.

We out grew our kit while they still stayed clean and pristine.

Covid’s Been Tough…

Young Wonders
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This project was delivered in partnership with Heart of Glass & Arriva. 

Special thank you to Michelle Wren for
being wonderful and helping us bring
our artwork to life by creating a bus

St Helens can be proud of.




